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he Autumn Term is a busy one and the children have responded
so well to the opportunities to develop their skills, knowledge and
character. They have had many successes: 23 of the Year 6 children have
gained places at the sought-after local Grammar Schools, our early
readers in Kindergarten and Reception have progressed really well,
our sports teams have won many matches and all of the children have
performed brilliantly whether dramatically, musically or artistically. We do
often focus on the positives... but in assemblies and through our well-being
curriculum, we have also suggested to the children that we should not
seek to torture ourselves into perfection, or rather a constant sense of
our imperfection. Humans are not made perfect and perfection is never
possible. We must be free to err and more often than not the need is to
be compassionate with ourselves and each other. We are not very good
at that these days!
Mrs Agg, Mrs Bareham and I were honoured to witness Mindfulness and
Well-being lessons in a school in Cambridge this term, and we returned
secure in the knowledge that our own programme is excellent but
armed with ideas to further enhance this. I hope you will see from the
pages ahead that well-being continues to be at the heart of the school.
Numerous examples of this spring to mind: when a Year 6 pupil bravely
led an assembly on what the Charity ‘Crisis’ does for homeless children,
when the Year 2s studied volcanoes they were full of their own questions,
and confident to be adventurous - ‘Let’s put liquids together and see
if they explode!’, when Year 5 used Computer Aided Design to build a
house for themselves, when the Early Years children delivered the lines,
‘I give you Gold’, I give you Frankincense’, ‘I give you Myrrh’ in their nativity
play, when the younger children entertained each other by telling jokes
and singing songs... ‘when Santa got stuck up the chimney... achoo, achoo,
achoo!’ I have witnessed the delightful passing of the Kindness Cup from
Elodie to Nancy and then from Nancy to Max H. I have watched as
three of our Year 6 boys planned and put on a Christmas Grotto for the
younger children – and raised much money for ‘Winston’s Wish’. When
in Kindergarten and Reception, the children rush up to show me their
learning and combine this with a mass hug, that is an important thing it tells me they feel happy and safe. I see children who are at home as
explorers, adventurers, risktakers, unhampered by fear of failure, relishing
the freedom to roam, safe in their teachers’ trust and affection.
I hope that the pages ahead give you some insight into the fearless
world of Berky children.

I joined Berky in October 2015 and
teach Maths, Computing and Girls’
Games. I am Head of Academic Studies,
and a Year 6 form teacher. The last
couple of years have whizzed by and
thanks to the amazing staff, I feel part
of a great team! For my Spotlight
piece, I decided to ask my Year 6 form
to interview me! Here is a selection
of the questions they fired at me:
Have you always been a teacher?
No. Before I taught, I worked in
Marketing in London, but after a few years realised that
I didn’t find it a rewarding career. My friend invited me into her school
in London – I loved it immediately and knew I had to change careers!
What do you like most about the Berky children?
Their confidence! The school has a buzz about it and all the children
are confident to talk to adults. They all look after each other and
there is a family feel to the school which is very special.
If you could live anywhere in the world where would you live?
I would like to go back to Sydney, Australia - I lived there for a year and
loved the outdoor life they enjoy. It’s just a pity that it is so far away.
Who was your childhood inspiration?
As a child I was passionate about sport – playing and watching it.
I really admired the Decathlon champion Daley Thompson and was
lucky enough to spend a day with him at my local harriers – he
inspired me to be the very best I possibly could be at anything
I attempted.
If you could come back as an animal what would it be?
I think I would choose to be a Siberian Tiger because they are rare
and incredibly intelligent. Also I love the snow!
What is your favourite breed of dog?
A Cavapoo! Sadly we don’t have one because I work full time, but
we do have a cat called Lola.
What do you do when you are not teaching?
My spare time is taken up running round after my three children –
but I wouldn’t have it any other way. I also like to go out into the
countryside and go running across trails and hills - it keeps me sane!
Last year I ran in the London Marathon, and completed it in just over
4 hours. I was raising money for the Neil Vines Trust. I taught Neil
when he was at primary school, and I raised just over £2500.
If you could take one object onto a desert island what would
you take?
If I wasn’t allowed to have my family, I think it would be a massive photo
album to remind me of all the special people and times in my life.
Do you have a special toy?
Bruno the Bear! He was given to me on my first birthday – so he is
very old!
Why do you love being a Year 6 teacher?
Because the Year 6 pupils are great fun, and are becoming young
adults with their own opinions.
What would be your dream job?
I am living it!

T

Richard Cross
Headmaster
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Spotlight on

Causing a Reaction!
A very exciting start to the school year for Year 2. The children were tasked with
modelling volcanoes from papier mâché, then painting them, ready for a mass eruption
in the Pre-Prep playground.
A reaction of bicarbonate of soda mixed with vinegar and red powder paint added
to each volcano one after the other created a dramatic Ring of Fire.
It was a blast - see page 10 for more Year 2 news.
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News
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Mindfulness, Well-being
and building Resilience

Gloucestershire
Healthy
Living and Learning
2017 - 2020
Gloucestershire Healthy Living & Learning 300x300.indd 1

Children’s happiness has always been paramount at Berkhampstead, and it is
reassuring that children’s mental health is being given increasing attention by
the media and greater consideration by policymakers.
The introduction to the Prep School of the
‘Five Ways to Well-being’ in the Summer term
has been a great success. One component is
‘Take Notice’ which encourages children to
observe what is around them. Teachers have
witnessed an increase in children noticing the
natural world; recently an imaginative group of
Year 4s made a sweet little ‘bug hotel’ out of
twigs, stones and conker shells. Pupils are also
benefitting from weekly CWB (Citizenship
and Well-being) lessons which include sessions
on mindfulness, relaxation and healthy living.
Children these days live in a particularly
distracting world, so mindfulness has never
been more valuable.These key messages are
reinforced in assemblies on both sides of
the road.
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CHARITY NEWS

AwArded to

BerkhAmpsteAd school

The premise is that happy and calm
children learn better, and are more likely
to grow into well-balanced adults. Crucially,
rather than focusing on the negatives, the
children are taught resilience, and are given
strategies on how to cope if they are feeling
low or worried. Last term, for instance, in
preparation for their grammar school exam,
Year 6 were taught relaxation techniques
for calming down in the midst of a stressful
time - to focus on “Feet on Floor, Bottom on
Chair.” One pupil commented, “Mrs Bareham
taught us to relax our bodies to calm down if
we were feeling anxious. I thought about it as
I walked into the exam.”
The Pre-Prep have embraced these concepts
too. For many years, ’Circle Time’ has been
a weekly event, and this practice begins with
the babies in the Day Nursery, who gather
to sing nursery rhymes. As the children get
older, they are encouraged to talk about
feelings, friendships and being kind. Year
2s take turns to celebrate each other’s
qualities; the aim is to boost their confidence,
happiness and outlook on life by celebrating
the individual they are.
Recognising this link between a healthy mind
and good educational performance, the PTA
have kindly agreed to raise £10,000 for a
‘Well-being pod’ to be housed on the Prep
side of the road. It will be a comfortable,
tranquil space - complete with bean bags,
well-being themed books and stress-relief
squeezy toys. There will be an adult on
hand to talk to too. Friendship worries
and playground problems might be issues
that the children want to address, and the
emphasis will always be on building selfesteem and resilience to cope with these
worries.
Says Michelle Bareham, Head of Pastoral
Care, “Teaching children the importance of
looking after their mental health is crucial
here at Berky, and I am so grateful to the
PTA for raising money for a well-being pod.
I am also delighted that our commitment
to educating Berkhampstead children on
how to keep healthy has been recognised
with the Gloucestershire Healthy Living
and Learning School Award.” Plaques are
proudly displayed outside Reception and
the Prep gate.

10/11/2017 11:50

Our School Council voted for Winston’s Wish to
be the school charity this term. Winston’s Wish is
the UK’s leading childhood bereavement charity,
and our kind-hearted pupils raised money by
donating a pound to wear Christmas jumpers on
the last day of term, buying sheets of special Berky
Christmas stamps and carol singing at Waitrose.
Year 6’s Charlton and his pals also organised a
fundraising grotto which took place in one of the
outdoor classrooms.The total raised was £673.74.
The School Council team also chose to support
the ‘Hamper Scamper’ Christmas appeal,
for which food and gifts were donated to
disadvantaged families across Gloucestershire.

Forest school

Food, Glorious Food!

Changing
Rooms
The school was given a makeover during
the Summer holidays, and Prep pupils
returned to a very smart foyer with new
carpet, a splendid trophy cabinet and
terracotta walls planned to coordinate
with the Victorian floor tiles. Meanwhile,
the Pre-Prep has been transformed into a
really bright and uplifting space, with sanded
floorboards, and walls in a chic grey hue.
Some of us felt nostalgic about the library
mural going, but the characters on the
walls featured characters from historic
TV programmes and were unfamiliar to
today’s children. Head of English,
Miss Evans launched an art competition
for the children to paint pictures of their
favourite book characters to be framed
and put on the library walls. We were
inundated with fantastic entries from all
over the school,
and the library
now houses over
twenty pictures,
with an extra
three in Mr
Cross’s office.

Our new caterers, Palmer & Howells have
proved a big hit this term. With an emphasis
on fresh, healthy and nutritious meals, all
food is prepared daily on-site, and sourced
from local suppliers. Palmer & Howells work
hard to increase pupils’ vegetable intake and
reduce sugar across the menu, for instance,
once a week desserts are replaced with soup
for starters. The meals have been imaginative
and interesting, and the school has enjoyed
macaroni cheese with crispy bacon, chunky beef

ragout and roasted butcher’s sausages with
onion gravy. All meals are served with a choice
of vegetables, and a vegetarian option and fruit
are always available as an alternative to the
main course and pudding. Delicious chocolate
brownies and healthy fresh fruit have gone
down well as mid-morning snacks for the
Pre-Prep children, and teas for children who
attend super late club have included baked ham
and cheese bagels served with crudities.

PTA news
There have been some fabulous events this
term from the PTA that have been really well
supported and thoroughly enjoyed by all,
a great start towards funding the new
Wellbeing Pod for all our children.
The start of the term saw the annual AGM
and Quiz night - always a fun night with top
questions from the amazing Marc Titley, fish
and chip supper and perhaps a couple
of glasses of wine. The AGM saw a new
committee voted in for this academic year
and I thank the committee for standing.
The Fireworks evening was a huge success,
with the most wonderful fireworks display put
on by Graham and his team. The atmosphere
for the evening was lovely, with great food,
mulled wine and, of course, fabulous flashing
items for the children!
Santa made an appearance at the Christmas
Fayre and was a real treat for the children.

Helen Ray, Joey Bowden PTA Chair and Harriet Pioli

Mrs Agg made a wonderful Elf assistant
to Santa and delighted the children. The
hampers looked amazing and were a big hit
with all in attendance.
To round the term off we saw the highly exciting
Christmas Disco take place at the Shurdington
Hall. It’s always a fun/hot evening for the children
and thoroughly enjoyed by all, especially Mr Cross
when he hits the dance floor!
A huge thank you must go to all the
volunteers this term who have put together
many wonderful events, especially to our
Class Reps who have really done an amazing
job. Your support has been tremendous and
I thank you for this. Joey Bowden, PTA Chair.

Now in its second year - and a really popular
activity in Reception’s carousel timetable - Mrs
High’s Forest School - was focusing on learning
all about Winter. With an emphasis on Winter
animals, the children have turned their hand to
making animal homes out of natural resources
- such as sticks, pine cones and leaves - and
have had great fun pretending to be animals.
Mrs High is full of enthusiasm for her outdoorsy
classes and enthuses, “Forest School is so
important because it gives children hands-on
experience, and enables them to take risks in a
safe environment, helping develop self-esteem
and confidence.” The groups brave all weathers,
making the most of the outdoor classroom if
the weather is particularly bad.
Meanwhile, Year 2 have been making the
most of this lovely space
too. Mrs Taylor runs a
hugely popular weekly
gardening club, and
the green-fingered
youngsters have
been tidying it up
ready for the Winter.
They have weeded,
dug up the vegetable
patch and sown poppy
seeds in the meadow
area.
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The school boasts an enviable reputation for its exceptional teaching, and we are fortunate here
at the Day Nursery to have regular visits from some of the school’s finest teachers. Joining
Pre-Prep Head of Music, Debbie Sallis - who runs lovely Berky Bear music-making sessions is Madame Cussen, who started teaching here this term. Music is integral to her French classes,
and our two oldest age groups, Teddy Bears and Wise Bears - are benefiting greatly from her
animated introduction to the French language.
We have also welcomed this term outside organisations such as Babel Babies and Mini
Professors. Babel Babies is a multilingual and multi sensory music session, and Mini Professors
is all about science - our Teddy Bears and Wise Bears love Professor Dom’s hands-on approach
with all his exciting experiments. We are hoping to introduce drama sessions too, and we
always welcome suggestions from parents.

Pudsey Bear
joins Berky Bears

Everyone at the Day Nursery went
Spotacular for one week in November,
to support BBC Children in Need’s ‘The Big
Spotacular’ fundraising campaign. Children
and staff had fun dressing up in spots while
taking part in ‘spotty’ activities, coming
to Nursery in pyjamas to read favourite
bedside stories and eat bacon sandwiches,
making cakes to take home and sell and
going on a bear hunt for Pudsey Bear
around the Nursery. The busy week of
activities ended with a really fun Teddy Bears’
Picnic. We are delighted to report that we
raised £220.44 for this very worthy cause.
Thank you to everyone who took part.
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Kindergarten

Time to Celebrate!
The term in Kindergarten has been exciting and busy as we have been
learning about different celebrations around the world. We had a glitterfilled week with Miss Curl teaching us about Diwali, the Hindu Festival
of Light. The children listened to the Diwali story and were shown some
traditional ways Diwali is celebrated. We made some colourful Rangoli
patterns with chalks outside the Kindergarten door, created some
intricate Mehndi patterns and everyone made a diva lamp. Miss Curl
surprised the children by wearing her sari and showed us pictures of
traditional Indian dresses.
Christmas - of course - created much excitement. The children produced
some lovely crafts and even baked their own Christmas cakes! All the
children took part in Becky Bear’s Christmas adventure, and followed
a series of clues to find her. Eventually she was found hiding in our
Christmas themed playhouse, guarding some hot chocolate
and a delicious snack which we all enjoyed tucking into!
Then each day the children were involved in various activities
from making bird feeders and salt dough Christmas trees to
Christmas window decorations.
During focussed sessions of Letters and Sounds we have been
concentrating on our sound of the week, developing our listening skills and
awareness of sounds that occur within the environment. We have been on
listening walks, drumming outdoors, playing sound lotto, and participating in
many more activities to develop vocabulary and distinguish between sounds.
Our maths focus this term has been to count up to 5 or 10; we have done
this in many ways, such as using Play-Doh, Numicon, threading beads and
counting Autumn leaves pegged on a washing line. We have looked at
2D shape and learned the names of many different shapes whilst creating
some amazing firework pictures. The children have had tremendous fun
and worked so hard this term and we are very proud of everything
they’ve achieved. MM

Reception

Houses, Homes and Celebrations!
Our Houses and Homes topic was a wonderful way for Reception to
start the school year, and the children faced many fun challenges and
activities that stretched their eager young minds. One was to build a
house for the Three Little Pigs which needed to be strong enough so
that the wolf could not blow it down. The houses were put to the test
using an electric fan and plenty withstood the ‘wolf ’s’ blowing!
Another day, the Three Little Pigs asked Reception to help with recognising
and ordering numbers and counting accurately. The children also learnt
how to estimate, and they soon became proficient at having a good guess.
Fantastic information posters were created when Reception presented
information about the different houses people live in. There were also
splendid paintings produced when our creative lot painted their own
homes. Shoebox house designs also effectively displayed their creativity.
During a walk around the local area, the children were asked to look at
the different types of houses, road features, signs and shops. We took
photographs, and on our return to school, we printed them and made
a map of our walk.
After half term, Bonfire Night inspired vibrant firework pictures in a
variety of media, and our celebration theme continued when Kipper
asked the children to help plan his birthday party. We started by reading
‘Kipper’s Birthday’ and made a list of all the things we would need in
order to organise a party. We wrote invitations and made cakes
and decorations.
We thought about the different ways Christmas is celebrated around
the world. The classrooms were a hive of activity throughout the last
couple of weeks of term as paint, glitter and bundles of enthusiasm were
liberally applied as the children made reindeer Christmas cards, clay tree
decorations, reindeer food, party hats and calendars. The busy term
ended with our Christmas concert, and and Early Years Christmas party the highlight being a visit from Father Christmas himself! HR-W & JB

Uniform
pride

This Autumn saw the introduction of an
optional uniform for the Fuzzy Bears,Teddy
Bears and Wise Bears.The smart navy jumpers
and polo shirts feature our lovely Edna and
Andrew bear logo, and the uptake has been
so good that we have now introduced
uniform for the upstairs rooms too. Plenty of
our gorgeous children are wearing
their little uniforms with
pride.We have a
range of sizes in the
front office for your
child to try on - jumpers
cost £8.50 and polo
shirts are £6.
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Computing
focus

“Computers themselves,
and software yet
to be developed, will
revolutionise the
way we learn”
Steve Jobs
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Computing around
the school

Year 2

As part of their Pacific Islands topic, Year 2
used MacBooks to create an information
sheet about Hawaii. They used Pages, and learnt
how to import images from Google.

“MacBooks
are really useful.
You can find out
anything. I liked
dragging the
picture to the
writing.”

Year 3

Learning how to be graphic designers, Year 3
used Autodesk Graphic to design their own
flowers. They made different shaped petals, filled
their petals with advanced gradient tints, learnt
how to change image size in proportion and
duplicate their designs.

“Computing is one of my favourite
lessons. I made lots of poppies, and I
thought Mr Cross explained everything
very well.”

At Berkhampstead, we teach
the children a wide range of
computing skills and aim to instil
in them plenty of confidence
and the knowledge to use
technology safely, respectfully
and responsibly.
Our computing curriculum
is aimed at developing digital
literacy and an understanding
of an array of digital devices.
In the Pre-Prep, children are
introduced to typing, taking
photos, recording video and
internet research. These
skills then enable the children
to begin to explore photo
editing, programming and
making simple animations.
In the Prep School, the
children continue with skills learnt in
the Pre-Prep, and are also introduced to
programming, simulation, website design,
sound editing, digital imagery and graphics
editing, along with more traditional areas of

Year 5

Year 5 were taught about Computer Aided
Design (CAD) to make buildings. They used
two programmes - Google Sketch Up and
Toca Builders. Shown below is a finished design.

“I love computing lessons CAD is great fun, and I
also like making posters - my
favourite was the one about
Bugatti Chirons.”

computing, such as presentation, text
and data handling.
All Prep children have an hours’ computing
lesson a week, but use this knowledge in
other lessons and often homework too.
Online safety is an integral part of our
teaching, and we promote an emphasis on
e-safety both within school and at home.
This is taught in computing lessons and CWB.
We use iPad Air 2s and MacBook Airs,
and all our classrooms have screens that
are used by staff to enhance their lessons
and create a stimulating learning experience.

Year 6

Year 6 went on a geography field trip to
the Severn estuary, Wye Valley, Symonds
Yat and Cannop Ponds. They used iPads to
photograph and record findings to put
into Keynote.

Y6 E-Safety
poster

“We learnt all
about online
safety, and then
had to design
posters using
Pic Collage.
I enjoyed
experimenting
with different
fonts because
I like graphic
design.”

“We used iPads to record the data
we collected about the speed, width
and depth of the river.
We also took pictures ready to
make a presentation on Keynote.”

Reception

Reception used Google Earth to find
Berkhampstead and their homes. They
learnt about the different functions of
Google Earth, and particularly enjoyed
zooming into explore the streets.

“I loved looking at my home on
the iPad because it looked so
small. I took a screen shot of
my house and printed it.”
8
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year 2

visit the Amazon
and become rainforest
explorers!

A term of volcanoes,
tribal war dance and
tie-dyed T-shirts

Our topic kick-started when Year 1 children created their own
passports for their journey to the Amazon. Classrooms were
transformed into rainforests when the children made their own
creatures such as chalk butterflies, bouncing tree frogs, toucans,
monkeys and snakes. The children became rainforest explorers
equipped with the explorer’s essentials including rope, a range of
animals, magnifying glasses and observation sheets; the children’s
imaginations were set alight!
The children have become experts on the rainforest, identifying
the different layers and the animals that live there. This knowledge
has enabled the children to write some fantastic rainforest journey
descriptions, poems and postcards!
A trip to West Midlands Safari Park enabled the children to get up
close and personal with rainforest creatures including a caiman and
a snake. Most of the children were very brave and keen to touch all
of the animals during our discovery session – they led the way for
the staff! Our journey through Lorikeet Landing felt as if we were
in a real rainforest – to his surprise, one of the birds even landed
on Gideon’s head! The topic finished with an experience week
where the children created a rainforest dance, took part in drama
workshops, cooked butterfly cakes and made their own musical
instruments to accompany their Rainforest Rap!
Festivals and celebrations were the focus during the second half of
term, and Diwali was celebrated by making and drinking delicious
mango lassi drinks, creating pulse rangoli patterns and mendhi
patterns. Then - of course - there was Christmas! Phew! AS

Year 2 took a journey to the South Sea Islands this term. The term
began with great excitement as the volcanoes (made by the children)
erupted. Captain Cook’s journeys through the Pacific Ocean were
tracked and the children gained an insight into life on the oceans
when they visited Bristol Docks. The children proved excellent sailors
as the Matthew set sail with them on board. The steep ladders caused
no problem to the intrepid Year 2 as they learnt about the brave men
setting out into the unknown seas.
The children then became experts about living on a Pacific Island,
comparing many of the islands. The importance of the islanders’
relationship with the sea was studied and the turtle quickly became
a favourite with the children.
The topic ended with an amazing Art Week.T-shirts were dyed and
tattoos ironed on, a totem pole was built, scary masks appeared
in the classroom (quite off-putting to visitors), leis were threaded
and Moais (statues found on Easter Island, for the uninitiated) were
moulded from clay. On Friday the excitement mounted in Year 2 as
the parents arrived to see a tribal war dance and a Hawaiian Luau
followed by volcanic krispie cakes, Fijiian banana cake, pineapple
cookies and tropical mocktails.
If you are planning a trip to the South Pacific Islands, any Year 2 would
be a great expert to consult. Year 2 are wondering if Mr Cross would
like to organise a trip to one of the Islands - they don’t mind which!
Year 2 welcomed Mrs Hunt and Mrs Wantling to the team after half
term as Mrs Cole left to start her maternity leave. We look forward
to hearing her news next term. SO

from prep

Music notes
Our musicians have benefitted from a couple
of super musical days out this term. The first
took place in the beautiful new performing
arts building at Rendcomb College.
OllieTunmer from ‘The Beat Goes On’ was
our leader for some very exciting Body
Percussion sessions; as he explained,
Body Percussion is all about hitting yourself
in time to a beat!

Pre-prep are

year 1

News

O Captain, my Captain
Our Prep House Captains are doing a superb
job leading and encouraging younger children in
our four houses.
House captains were elected at the start of the
school year and second House Captains were
voted in at the end of the Autumn Term.
Year 6’s Catherine W and Alexa E are House
Captains for St Patrick’s, Jemima R and Adam
R are Captains for St David’s, Charlie M and
James C-G are Captains for St Andrew’s and
Florrie H and Molly W are Captains for St
George’s. The House system is at the heart of
the Berkhampstead Prep. When a child starts
Prep in Year 3, they are allocated a house and
receive a smart badge to wear on their blazers.
Contests between houses take place regularly
throughout the year and include sporting
events, drama and chess competitions.

Berky Blues meet
the Gloucester
Cherry and Whites
Year 5 and 6 boys were thrilled to meet two
Gloucester rugby players, Charlie Sharples
and Tom Marshall, as well as Gloucester and
Samoa legend Terry Fanolua at a coaching
afternoon and Festival at The King’s
School, Gloucester one day this term.
A photo shoot with the players was
followed by some very useful coaching
sessions with Gloucester community
coaches, and then the boys put into
practice what they had learnt in a
festival in which each team
played three matches.
I was impressed by
our boys both in terms
of their attitude in
the coaching sessions
and their development
during the matches.
It was a thoroughly
enjoyable day.
Well done to all of
the boys. PMc

With a total of 150 Year 6 pupils from
various schools, Berky pupils showed great
concentration and some very quick responses
to learning various rhythmic riffs. As the
patterns developed we were thrilled that a
suggestion from Ella V was taken up for the
group performance. Our pupils demonstrated
astonishing coordination, memory and
rhythmic skills as they prepared for a terrific
show at the end of the day, and Mrs Agg and
I were left awe-struck by their ability!
Later in the term, a group of our instrumental
players spent a day at Dean Close School,
rehearsing and presenting a concert for
visitors and parents. There were about 60
players from a number of Prep Schools, with
our pupils amongst the youngest, but the
more able instrumentalists!
Players were divided into their orchestral
sections for rehearsals with professional
players, including the Carducci Quartet, and
prepared Slavonic Dance by Dvorak and
Palladio by Carl Jenkins to perform alongside
the Dean Close Orchestra.
The entire stage at the Bacon Theatre was
taken up with around 100 players making a
tremendous sound. Each section also learnt
their own piece to perform in the final
concert. I was extremely impressed by the
focus and work shown by our players as they
sight-read new parts and rehearsed effectively.
Everyone was excited by the final concert
which was a thrilling experience of playing in
a full symphony orchestra. PM

Music exam
results
Prep Test Piano
Zoe C, Oscar A, Charlotte B, Sophie G
Prep Test Violin
Anna T
Debut level
Jensen A (Electric Bass*)
Grade 1
Eliot A (Double Bass**)
Grade 2
Francesca R (Cello*), Jemima R (Guitar*),
Emma S (Violin**)
Grade 3
Archie M (Violin**), Griff L (Trombone**)
Grade 4
Grace W (Violin**), James C-G (Cornet**)
Grade 6
Leslie M Grade 6 Oboe**
* Denotes - Pass with Merit
** Denotes - Pass with Distinction

The right moves
This has proved a successful term for our
young chess players. The clubs are thriving
with hotly contested matches being played
each Tuesday and Thursday; each year group
contains several very strong players and the
quality of matchplay is eye-catching. The school
team remains unbeaten. League wins against St.
Gregory’s, Bishop’s Cleeve and Charlton Kings
and a Knock-Out Cup quarter final victory

over Holy Apostles have set us up nicely for a
third consecutive District League/Cup double.
Captain of Chess, Jack P leads an experienced
outfit although various Y4 ‘players for the future’
have made their ‘A’ team bows in recent weeks.
The school has another piece of silverware in
the trophy cabinet after its players claimed the
‘best school’ gong at the recent Musketeers
Congress. MC
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Trips

We The Curious

and visits

Off we go...
learning brought to life for
our inquisitive pupils

iPads, rivers and cheltenham
sketchbooks
Literature Festival
Despite the remnants of Hurricane Maria
heading to the UK and threatening the
Geography trip, all was well and 36 children
and 3 staff set off on the day long excursion.
First stop was the impressive Severn estuary
at the motorway services view point: iPads
and sketchbooks at the ready and notes
were made. We then travelled over the
rivers Severn and Wye on the old Severn
crossing and up the picturesque Wye
Valley with the forbidding Tintern Abbey
on our right. From Wales and into England
as we crossed the river Wye, we reached Symonds Yat. Even
though it was a greyish day, the Wye looked fantastic as it swept around
the wooded hillsides in two meandering loops, with flood plains and
river erosion clear for everyone to see. More pictures were taken and
sketches were made before I am sure the most exciting stop for the
children, Cannop Ponds, which required the wearing of wellies - need
I say more! Wading in the water and measuring the speed, width and
depth of the water was the task for the children although some found it
more fun to fill their wellies with water and the unfortunate Kyla missed
her footing and got rather wet. The last stop was looking again at the
River Severn at Broadoak, with the river confined to a narrow channel
at low tide and Garden Cliff in the distance. A full day of activities to
bring the classroom theory to life! LW

Bristol Docks
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A bunch of intrepid explorers set off to the Bristol docks to find
out about life on board both the SS Great Britain and the Matthew.
The morning was spent on the SS Great Britain, looking at how
passengers lived on their journeys across the sea. All the children felt
that they should travel first class as steerage was cramped and smelly
with awful food. It was quite a surprise to find cows, chickens, horses
and pigs on board. These were for the lavish banquets served to first
class passengers. The kitchens with rats and mice running around
were a shock to some.
After a quick lunch and a brisk walk along the quayside Year 2
boarded the Matthew, a replica of the ship on which John Cabot
sailed to Newfoundland. Year 2 set sail around the docks, climbed
steep steps and looked at the cabins. The bunks looked extremely
uncomfortable and the general consensus was that these explorers
were either very brave or a little crazy.
Year 2 returned to school with greater understanding of the size and
conditions on board the early explorers’ ships. SO

Last week Year 3 – 6 were whisked off in a bubble of excitement to the
Cheltenham Literature Festival. Year 3 had a wonderful time watching
and meeting Shoo Rayner. They learnt about his dragons, how he had
over come his dyslexia and how he enjoys illustrating his own books.
He even got them to have a go at drawing their own dragons.
Year 4 went to Jeremy Strong who was, as expected, incredibly
entertaining. He showed a picture of his writing and one of the first
stories he had written – age 6. It was full of errors but it was great to
see how we can all progress. Year 5 were taken on adventures by the
wonderful Katherine Rundell – she gave them tips on how to write, as
well as telling them about her extensive travels. We ended the talk in a
wild west town being hunted by zombie cowboys and killer tumbleweed.
The final talk was by Elizabeth Laird. This was a truly inspirational talk by
an incredible woman. She discussed her books and her characters giving
the Year 6 lots to think about and to ponder.
A fantastic time
was had by all
and it has been
great to hear the
children discussing
the authors and
clamouring to get
their books from
the library! BE

Year 5 visited the newly named
“We The Curious” (@Bristol as it used to be
known) and had a really good time. Science
should be all about finding out things for
yourself, doing hands-on investigations
and having fun. We The Curious supports
each of these.
There are two floors full of hands-on
activities that encourage the children to
investigate a whole range of different
topics. “My favourite thing was the cook
robot. It would ask what food you like and
you had to smile for yes and frown for no,”
commented Oscar A. Other favourites
included listening through your teeth,
running on a hamster wheel to move water and looking at
optical illusions. We also went to a 3D show about our Solar System in
the Planetarium. The children answered all the questions asked and were
well behaved throughout the trip. A lovely day was had by all. TM

Castle
Capers!
On a beautifully sunny November
morning, the Y4 children headed off to
Goodrich Castle. We were met there
by the very entertaining Mr Hicks, clad
in his fine medieval attire.
The children built on their knowledge
of Medieval castles as we explored
the wonderful building. We could see
the evidence of castle defences, with a
particular favourite being the murder
holes in the castle entrance. We also saw
the difficulty of attacking such a strong defence.
We learned about Medieval battle and the baggage train that would have
accompanied the soldiers, and we witnessed how an operation would
have been performed to remove an arrow head. We were then treated
to an amazing archery display and finished the day by visiting the dungeon
and climbing the dark, narrow spiral staircase of the Norman Keep.
We were then rewarded with the most spectacular view over
Herefordshire and Gloucestershire.
The trip was a great success with children thoroughly enjoying themselves
whilst learning lots about Medieval History. PMc

Rainforest Explorers
Yes, Cinnamon the sloth was spotted but as ever not a full view as she is always
so well camouflaged in the greenery.The Year 5s were fantastic on this trip;
they listened intently during our guided tour and confidently answered most of
the questions given to them - well done! Some of the animals are so brightly
coloured whilst others merge into the undergrowth.The bright blue poison
dart frogs give out the message ‘steer clear of me or else’ whilst the Asian Water
Dragon says ‘come and find me if you can!’ It was also good to see new animalsthe Emerald Tree Boa and the Green Tree Python both of which curl up to
imitate a leaf, making it easier for them to pounce on their prey.The children
enjoyed this trip and worked hard to fill in their rainforest trail sheets during
their free time in the glasshouses in the afternoon. Well done,Year 5! LW

Viney Hill adventure
At the start of this term Year 5 went on their first residential to
Viney Hill. They left school on a Wednesday, looking forward to the
next three days. This residential is all about team work and working
and playing with children in the year group that they might not know
very well. Activities included archery, climbing, crate stack, tunnelling,
bush craft, low ropes, bridge building and a night hike. Everyone had a
go at each activity and I was impressed with how well each group was
working together by the end of the trip. Tunnelling was new this year
and it proved to be a firm favourite amongst most of the children.
Well done Year 5, it was a brilliant trip! DB

Trip to Steam
As part of our studies on World War II,
Year 6 pupils were evacuated to Swindon.
The children entered into the spirit by
dressing up as evacuees. On arrival we
were greeted by the Air Raid Warden
who explained her role and enlisted the
help of some of the children to put out
fires and be responsible for the group in
the event of an air raid. Then on hearing
the Siren we made our way to the
communal air raid shelter, where we learned how people
would have felt and what they would have done during a raid.
We examined artefacts and even got to sing a wartime song to keep
our spirits up.
After this the children assembled on the railway platform as they were
introduced to the billeting officer. They then boarded the train and found
out what belongings the evacuees would have taken, as well as examining
a variety of gas masks amongst many other things. Once the children
had got off the train they then experienced being selected by their new
families. The Berky children were able to empathise with how difficult this
would have been for their 1930s counterparts.
This was once again a fantastic trip, in which the children learned lots
more about the Second World War. I was delighted to receive several
compliments about how knowledgeable and polite the Year 6s were.
They were an absolute credit to the School. P McC
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A craving for adventure and ‘having a go’
is at the heart of our Platinum award

T
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o commemorate the school’s 70th
anniversary two years ago, Mr Cross
launched his own junior version of the
Duke of Edinburgh Award, and named it the
Platinum Award. It embraces the school motto,
Perseverantia Vincit, (Perseverence Wins), and
is aimed at our oldest girls and boys in Years
5 and 6. Our pupils are quite used to having
academic successes applauded within school,
but Mr Cross felt it was time to to celebrate
the achievements of the children who also
participate in a huge range of other areas of
school life and outside school in their local
community. However, rather than completing
the award overnight, it is designed to take a
few terms - to encourage children to learn
to commit to a project.
The award is all about creating a thirst for

adventure and having a go at new challenges.
Its aim is to develop healthy lifestyles and
community spirit and resilience, qualities that
we believe are fundamental in developing
happy, focused and successful children.
All-round achievement is the key to this award
rather than mere attainment, and it should
be a fulfilling and joyful experience; it has
certainly captured the children’s imaginations.
Children who wish to take part are given their
own logbook to track their progress in four
areas: Volunteering, Physical, Skills and
a Residential Adventure or Expedition.
Volunteering is all about choosing to
help others or causes. These could be the
community within or outside school, the
environment or perhaps helping look after

animals. All children in Year 6 have leadership
responsibilities, but they are encouraged to
develop this role to achieve the award. Some
listen to younger pupils read, others have
helped elderly neighbours with everyday errands.
One pupil helped at her local village community
shop - others are keen to raise money for
charity at the school Christmas Fayre.
To pass the Physical section, the children must
undertake two activities. These could be hockey
or dance, rock climbing or archery,
judo or training for a 5km
run - but the children must
commit to these activities for
at least three months - always
remembering the school motto
- Perseverantia Vincit.

Learning a new Skill is always a challenge.
Many children are keen to learn a second
musical instrument or to pick up a new sport,
but we have also had more unusual ideas such
as sushi making.
The aim of the Adventure section is that the
children must undertake their two adventures
or expeditions over two years - in Years
5 and 6. These can be school residential
expeditions, or adventures that happen out
of school.
The children record their activities in the
logbook which, once completed, they present
to Mr Cross. If he chooses to give them
their award, they are given a certificate, a
t-shirt and a badge to wear on their blazer.
And at speech day, the pupil or pupils with
the most impressive logbook are presented
with a trophy. Mr Cross has been delighted
with the uptake and enthuses, “I have been
thrilled with the quality of the logbooks that
the children have produced. I knew that we
had many talented and intelligent children
at Berky, but I now also know that we have
many who are determined, considerate and
who show perseverance. This Award has
shown many of our pupils what is possible
with regard to developing new skills,
improving fitness, supporting others and
having adventures.”
Mr Cross introduced the
current Year 5 to the award
at their residential trip
to Viney Hill early in the
Autumn term, and is looking
forward to seeing Year 6’s
completed logbooks later
this year.
15

“fantastic! The children gave
delightful performances!”

“Colourful! Catchy!
Creative! And very Christmassy!”

“Magical music and words, reflecting
the true spirit of Christmas”

Mrs John, Prep-Prep Teaching Assistant

Mr Cole, Prep Teacher

Mrs Agg, Deputy Head

Early Years Presents

Pre-Prep Presents

Prep Presents

One Starry
Night

Children of
the World

A Candlelit
Service

Early Years children came together to
‘The
perform our Christmas concert ‘One Starry

Night’.The Reception children took on the role
of the narrators as they retold the traditional
story of the birth of Jesus.The children told how
Mary and Joseph made their long journey to
Bethlehem and found shelter in a kind innkeeper’s
stable. We heard about the angels who told the
shepherds the good news and the Kings that
followed the bright star in the night sky that led
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them to the manger where the baby Jesus lay.
The Kindergarten children confidently took
on the roles of the shepherds, angels and stars
and looked adorable in their costumes as they
performed their songs.
As usual, Mrs Sallis provided the wonderful
musical accompaniment to the concert along
with percussion from Reception. JG

I

n the weeks before you would hear songs
coming from the music room, find props and
parts of costumes being researched and made,
hear discussions of how the stage and scenery
should be constructed and how the script
should be adapted/written for every child to
be involved. I always know it is getting close
when the children start singing the songs and
practising their lines in the playground.
The Pre-Prep never cease to amaze me with

their enthusiasm and ability to take things in
their stride. This year has been no exception;
the story of ‘The Children of the World’ tells
the story of the Nativity as it is visited by
children from different countries who share
their traditions at Christmas time and bring gifts
for the Baby Jesus.Thank you Pre-Prep for your
beautiful singing, your enthusiastic dancing and
your clear speaking. We are proud of you all.
Christmas has begun! SO

W

e are so fortunate to be able to present
our annual Prep Carol Service in the
beautiful surroundings of All Saints’ Church. The
candlelit church, enhanced by the Y6 procession
carrying candles to the altar, was made very
special by the beautiful singing of all pupils.
Music and readings, chosen to tell the Christmas
story and reflect the wonder and mystery of
the Nativity were confidently presented by
singers and instrumentalists accompanying.

The variety of carols, from the joyous
congregational ‘Angels from the realms of
glory’ to the contemplative ‘There is a child
in a mother’s arms’ were distinct in style: a
solemn ‘March of the Kings’ featuring Y5 brass,
drums and wind and an exciting Celtic-style
‘Shepherd’s Joy’ with obligato violin and descant
recorder were truly thrilling. PM
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Sports

reports

Jonathan and William score in the last dying
minutes of a game to win matches.
The boys were a pleasure to take on fixtures
and should be proud of their achievements
this term. 			
A Team: O Bird, M Cleland, A Doughty,
J Ellis, L Hunt, S Lauriault (capt), J Wilks.
B Team: J Barron, W Billings, R Goulding (capt),
A Lewis-Borman, G Loffhagen (also played A’s),
O Simpson, A Snell, A Taite (also played A’s)
and H Wheeler.

U8 | RUGBY

The boys played really well throughout the
season. It was clear to see the improvements
that they all made from one match to the next.
Everyone was keen to get their hands on the
ball and play their part.
Each boy had the opportunity to be the captain
in a match and enjoy the challenge of trying
to keep the team together! Well played to all
of the boys and thank you to the continued
parental support from the side-lines.
Bisons: A Brannagan, M Cass, W Coddington,
H Martin, O Morgan, L Rutherford, H
Townshend, H Wiseman.
Buffaloes: H Ackland, F Bartlett, A BealeCocks, P Dadson, W Jenkins, H Rea, L ReadWildenstein, W Senior.

U9 | RUGBY
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The U9 boys have worked hard all season in
training and have steadily grown in confidence
and skill. There has been real team effort, with
the teams captained superbly by Seb and Rupert.
In the A team there was powerful running from
Seb, Lincoln, Jack and Jonny, with Alex, Otto and
William being very elusive in their attacking
play. Max managed to combine power with
being elusive in a very effective way. Defensively,
everyone made some big ‘hits’ – tackles - with
Alex, Seb, Lincoln and Jack leading the way. The
overwhelming strength of the U9s though was
their handling and passing skills. They played
unselfishly, always looking to get the pass away
that would allow a teammate to score. The A
team won all their games and came up against
some top opposition including Cheltenham
College, Dean Close and Beaudesert. Superb!
The U9Bs also achieved a very successful rugby
season. The boys had superb wins at Dean
Close, St Edward’s, Beaudesert and Hatherop.
Alessio, Griff and Harry were the mainstay of
our defensive line which was rarely broken in
the season. Archie, Oli and Alex also proved
difficult to pass and often worked well in
covering each other. Nearly all the boys ran
in tries and it was particularly pleasing to see

U10 | RUGBY
The U10s have had a great season of rugby
despite some of the results. Their skills have
improved across the board with better ball
handling and they are much better now at
supporting each other when they are on the
attack. This was evident at the Dean Close
tournament where they played the best rugby
of the term. The boys played three matches
against schools from across the region and
they won every match. Their tackling has
improved which has helped them when they
are defending; this has been evident in every
match. The U10s have had a small team this
year and in most matches they have had to play
the whole match with no substitutions available.
This has been tiring for them but they have
persevered and carried on playing even if the
match result isn’t going their way. Well done
boys, you should be proud of how well you
have played this season.
Team: O Afseth, J Ayland, F Cooper, L Flexman,
O Hughes, A Perris, G Rea, E Stewart, N Wheaton.

U11A | Rugby

The U11A have had a super season. It was the
most demanding fixture list in my time here and
the boys came through it with much credit.
Our first match was a physical encounter
against King’s Worcester which we lost but
learned much from. This was in evidence with
a fine 50-15 victory against Hatherop and a
35-15 win against Richard Pate. The second half
of the season began with an excellent game
against St Edward’s, which we narrowly lost, and

a convincing 35-5 victory over Rendcomb.
We then played two festivals at Cheltenham
College and Dean Close where we played
several schools for the first time. Matches
against St John’s, Magdalen College School,
St Hugh’s and RGS Worcester were tough
challenges. However, our boys were superb in
competing against much bigger schools than
ourselves and running them all very close.
Our final game was a loss against a strong
King’s Gloucester team.
We have been a tough and resilient team,
playing every match at full throttle for all 40
minutes. The team has been a mixture of power
and pace, whose handling skills and tackling
have developed hugely since September.The
boys should be very proud of their efforts this
season. I have thoroughly enjoyed coaching
them.
Team: E Atkinson, R Campbell, G de BurghThomas, J Ellis, R Loffhagen, C Makins,
B McInnes, J Paterson, A Ryder, J Shaw,
C Van Staden. All awarded colours.
Outstanding Awards: G de Burgh-Thomas,
B McInnes, A Ryder, J Shaw.

U11B | Rugby
As the games continued so Berky improved.
Archie, Benjamin J and George L were always
there to make the tackles. Charlie, George L
and Archie provided most of the tries but were
well supported by Olly, James C-G and William.
The first half generally saw the opposing team
running in tries with little Berky defence but in
the second half, Berky began to defend better
with Charlie often ripping the ball. Archie and
George L were also very effective in the ruck.
A season of mixed performances but great
efforts made in the second half of matches.
Team: J Carder-Geddes, G Lockwood, B Jenkins,
C Makins, A Mills, W Parkin, O Wiles.

U8 | HOCKEY

What a fantastic first hockey season at Berky
for the U8s! It has been wonderful to see their
awareness of play and tactics progress. Although
the B team lost their matches, their confidence
and effort should not go without a mention.
The A team lost against Hatherop Castle and
St Edward’s. The girls played fantastically well
at Dean Close, but unfortunately Dean Close
managed to steal a goal at the last minute.
At CCPS the girls played the best they had all
season, resulting in a 2-0 victory. Well done girls,
you have all played very well.
Team: M Albuquerque, C Atkinson, J Ayland,
R Barron, L Cooper, U Cush, I Edwards, M
Evans, H Hartman, H Hartman, A McManus, B
Myers-Dickinson, B Norbury, E Oakley, L Parkin.

U10 | HOCKEY

The A team have had a series of near misses,
with a succession of narrow losses and just
being pipped out of a place in the semi-finals of
the Cheltenham College Tournament on goal
difference! However, they managed a convincing
win in their final match of the season against
King’s Gloucester. The ‘B’ team have had a great
season! After a cancelled match and an early
loss against RPS, the girls won matches against
St Edward’s, King’s and Beaudesert and even
drew against CCPS! All the girls have become
more confident when tackling and passing
the ball effectively between players – they are
beginning to create space rather than bunching.
Although a mixed season, there were some
super moments; the girls have all worked hard.
Well done ladies!
A Team: V Boddana, S Dubb, B Dunning,
D Oakley, I Rutherford, H Sampson, A Thomas,
M Wrathmell.
B Team: E Godding, S Griffiths, E Howlett,
L Hurcombe, G Johnson, E Methven, F Rayner,
L Sherborne, E Sissons.

Hockey stats
played	won	lost	drawn

U9 | HOCKEY
RUGBY stats
played	won	lost	drawn
U8 Bisons
14
6
4
4
U8 Buffaloes 14
5
5
4
U9 A
10
10
0
0
U9 B
10
8
1
1
U10
9
4
4
1
U11A
6
3
3
0
U11B
7
3
4
0

I have been thoroughly impressed by the
attitude and the sporting behaviour of the
Under 9s at hockey this term and this is
something which the won-lost statistics do not
accurately show. The U9As won 3 and lost 4 of
their matches, and the number of goals scored
by the Berky girls was 6, compared to 8 by the
combined opposition teams. This is the truer
reflection, I feel, of their season – only 2 goals
less overall! And if we had seen some of the
goal-scoring that was in evidence in the final
game at the beginning of the season as well, it
would have been a different story. We definitely
ended on a high!
The U9Bs played 6 games, losing 4 and drawing
2. They will need to focus on their goal scoring
next season as this was the weaker area.
A Team: I Atack, D Brackstone, J Charley,
R Fenton, P Martin, V Madden, J Molloy,
I Keogh, G Wayt, A Wheeler.
B Team: D Bond, P Bond, C Butler, D Cain,
H Crompton, C Farr, K Ponsford, E Tebbutt,
E Wallington, A Woodward.

U8
U9A
U9B
U10A
U10B
U11A
U11B
U11A&B

6
7
6
6
5
5
4
3

1
3
0
1
3
3
1
1

5
4
4
4
1
1
3
1

0
0
2
1
1
1
0
1

U11 | Hockey

The U11’s are a very talented squad who have
been playing well all season. The 19 girls in the
squad have interchanged positions really well
and have become very versatile as the season
has progressed. Both A and B teams started
the term by winning both their matches against
Richard Pate. The A team then had a spell
where the back of the goal was hard to find,
and they lost against the Croft and the College
and drew against Hatherop Castle. Everything,
however, came together in the triangular match
against Prior Park and Westonbirt where Berky
recorded two victories. This was a fine end to
the term. The B team, after their great start, lost
against Hatherop Castle, Beaudesert and the
College but the last two games were extremely
close and great games to watch and umpire.
The other 3 games of the season were played
with mixed half A and half B teams to try and
balance the match out against schools with
less girls than us. Here Berky lost against King’s
Gloucester, drew with Rendcomb and won an
excellent match against Airthrie. Well done to
all the U11 squad for a super season.
A Team: Z Cleland, S Doughty, A Ellison,
I Freeman, F Hampton, A Holder, J Rayner,
E Vintcent, M Ward, E Wragg.
All awarded colours.
B Team: Z Cleland, K Crichard, H de Wit,
E Emberson, R Madden, L More, C O’Connor,
G Pierce, C Whistler, D White.
Outstanding Awards: S Doughty, A Ellison,
F Hampton and E Wragg.
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Keep On Running
A familiar sight jogging down Pittville Circus Road early on a Friday morning, our popular
Prep School running club takes place throughout the year, and is open to all pupils in
Years 3-6. The club - which happens either at ‘The Rec’ - off Pittville Circus Road or
our own MUGA - allows children with an interest in running to develop their fitness
and race tactics, ready to compete in inter-school competitions which include the
Cheltenham Primary Schools’ Races and the Rendcomb Cross Country competition.
The children are a hardy lot and race in most weathers, but if it is particularly bad, they
do circuit training in the hall. Mr McCreanor has run the club at Berky for 12 years and
comments, “We always have plenty of enthusiastic runners, and running club is a great
opportunity for the different year groups to run together, improve fitness and most
importantly enjoy themselves.” House Cross Country takes place in the Spring term,
and in this, every Prep School child runs to represent their house.
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